
 

List of Available Books 
NON-FICTION TITLES (arranged alphabetically by author’s last name) 

 

 
 

Modern Romance / Aziz Ansari with Eric Klinenberg 

The acclaimed stand-up comedian evaluates how technology is 

shaping today's romances, citing the work of forefront social 

scientists while considering the differences between courtships of the 

past and present. 

 

 
 

I Ching / Hilary Barrett 

This book sets out the ancient principles of I-Ching, and how it can 

readers help with any life dilemmas. Instructions set out the method 

of divination, with clear pictures and questions accompanying each 

step. 

 

 
 

A Long Way Gone / Ishmael Beah 

In A Long Way Gone, Beah, now twenty-five years old, tells a 

riveting story: how at the age of twelve, he fled attacking rebels and 

wandered a land rendered unrecognizable by violence. By thirteen, 

he'd been picked up by the government army, and Beah, at heart a 

gentle boy, found that he was capable of truly terrible acts. This is a 

rare and mesmerizing account, told with real literary force and 

heartbreaking honesty. 

 

 
 

Courage to Soar: A Body in Motion, A Life in Balance / Simone Biles 

with Michelle Burford 

Simone takes you through the events, challenges, and trials that 

carried her from an early childhood in foster care to a coveted spot on 

the 2016 Olympic team. 



 

 

 
 

Classic Put-downs: Witty Replies and Comic Remarks / Mike Blake 

Do words fail you just when you need them most? If so, you need a 

few pointers from the past masters of put-down to keep others firmly 

in their place. This book brims over with stinging comments, verbal 

face slappings and subtle insults for dealing with every kind of 

person. 

 

 
 

The King Years: Historic Moments in the Civil Rights Movement / 

Taylor Branch 

This work includes selections from the America in the King Years 

trilogy with new introductions by the author. The essential moments 

of the Civil Rights Movement are set in historical context by the 

Pulitzer Prize winning author of the America in the King Years 

trilogy which includes Parting the Waters; Pillar of Fire; and At 

Canaan's Edge. 

 

 

 
 

Secrets & Mysteries of the World / Sylvia Browne 

The author uses her psychic abilities to provide explanations for 

some of the world's mysterious phenomena, including Stonehenge, 

Atlantis, the Holy Grail, the Great Pyramid, crop circles, vampires, 

and voodoo. 

 

 
 

Pops: Fatherhood in Pieces / Michael Chabon (2 copies) 

Essays inspired by Chabon's interactions with his four children and 

his own father illuminate the meaning, magic, and mysteries of 

fatherhood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

When Rabbit Howls: The Troops for Truddi Chase / Truddi Chase 

Follows the true story of Truddi Chase, who struggled with a life 

impacted by child abuse and multiple personality disorder, in a 

memoir that describes her therapy and the breakthroughs that led to 

her recovery. 

hanks 

 
 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave / 

Frederick Douglass 

This memoir, first published in 1845, is one of the most famous 

works written by a former slave. It is credited with setting the tone 

for the American abolitionist movement. This edition also includes 

eight of Frederick Douglass' most famous speeches and writings. 

 

 
 

9 Rules of Engagement: A Military Brat's Guide to Life and Success / 

Harris Faulkner (2 copies) 

Growing up in a military family, journalist and news anchor Harris 

Faulkner experienced firsthand how success in life is rooted in the 

knowledge, integrity, and duty that came from her military 

surroundings. She shares the formative lessons in leadership and 

work ethic she learned from a lifetime spent absorbing the military 

mindset, and offers recommendations for how all families can benefit 

from the guiding principles of military life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Mockingbird Songs: My Friendship With Harper Lee / Wayne Flynt 

A portrait of one of America's most beloved authors is presented 

through reminiscences and letters exchanged with one of her closest 

friends, describing how their respective experiences with the violent 

racism of the mid-20th-century American South shaped their 

families, careers and values. 100,000 first printing. 



 

 

 
 

The Lost Eleven: The Forgotten Story of Black American Soldiers 

Brutally Massacred in World War II / Denise George and Robert 

Child 

Documents the lesser-known story of the Wereth Eleven, African-

American soldiers who made heroic contributions during the Battle 

of the Bulge, drawing on firsthand interviews to trace their deaths 

after being captured by Nazis and the growing efforts to 

commemorate their sacrifices. 

 

 
 

The Last Black Unicorn / Tiffany Haddish 

The stand-up comedian presents an uproarious and poignant 

collection of autobiographical essays that reflect her disadvantaged 

youth as a foster child in South Central Los Angeles; her discovery of 

her talent for comedy; and her struggles with gender, race and class 

boundaries in the entertainment industry. 

 

 
 

Four Blood Moons: Something is About to Change / John Hagee 

Hagee explores what upcoming blood moons mean, and why it is 

critical Christians understand what these signs mean both for Israel 

and the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A Crisis Wasted / Reed Hunter 

Barack Obama determined the fate of his presidency before he took 

office. His momentous decisions led to Donald Trump, for Obama 

the worst person imaginable, taking his place eight years later. This 

book describes these decisions and discusses how the results could 

have been different. Based on dozens of interviews with actors in the 

Obama transition, as well as the author’s personal observations, this 

book provides unique commentary of those defining decisions of 

winter 2008–2009. 



 

 

 
 

On Fire: The (Burning) Case for a Green New Deal / Naomi Klein (2 

copies) 

The author presents comprehensive, long-form essays linking current 

political and economic choices to environmental consequences, 

explaining how bold climate action can also provide a blueprint for a 

just and thriving society. 

 

 
 

Plunder and Deceit: Big Government’s Exploitation of Young People 

and the Future / Mark Levin 

A talk-radio host on a mission presents a book that, in a like-minded 

appeal to reason and audacity, calls for a new civil rights movement 

that fosters liberty and prosperity and ceases the exploitation of 

young people by statist masterminds. 

 

 
 

Sea Stories: My Life in Special Operations / Admiral William H. 

McRaven 

A memoir from an accomplished military leader recounts stories of 

bravery and heroism from his career as a Navy SEAL and 

commander of America's Special Operations Forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Power of Your Subconscious Mind / Joseph Murphy 

Examines the connection between the mental dynamics of thinking in 

relation to one's quality of life while offering simple techniques 

designed to create new, more innovative thought processes and 

stimulate creativity, in a revised and expanded edition of the best-

selling work. 



 

 

 
 

The Tibetan Book of the Dead / Padmasambhava 

The Tibetan Book of the Dead has its origins in the 'treasure texts' 

said to have been hidden away by Padmasambhava, the Lotus Guru 

 

 
 

The Loyalty Leap / Bryan Pearson 

"The Loyalty Leap arrives at a crucial time, illuminating the best 

practices for responsibly selecting, collecting, and employing 

customer data--the raw material of today's marketing industry. 

Supplemented with compelling corporate stories and the results from 

an extensive 2011 consumer survey, it provides a snapshot of 

consumer attitudes about privacy and the use of personal information 

for marketing and business purposes" 

 

 
 

In the Heart of the Sea: The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex / 

Nathaniel Philbrick 

"[T]he true events behind Moby Dick ... In 1820, the whaleship 

Essex was rammed and sunk by an angry sperm whale, leaving the 

desperate crew to drift for more than ninety days in three tiny boats. 

Nathaniel Philbrick uses little-known documents and vivid details 

about the Nantucket whaling tradition to reveal the chilling facts of 

this infamous maritime disaster. In the Heart of the Sea and now, its 

epic adaptation for the screen, will forever place the Essex tragedy in 

the American historical canon." --Amazon.com. 

 

 
 

Women Rowing North: Navigating Life’s Currents and Flourishing 

as We Age / Mary Bray Pipher 

The best-selling author of Reviving Ophelia presents a guide to 

wisdom, authenticity and bliss for women as they age, exploring how 

the myriad roles and challenges of women can help promote balance 

and a transcendent sense of well-being. 



 

 

 
 

Lusitania / Diana Preston 

An account of the 1915 sinking of the Lusitania offers a portrait of 

early twentieth-century maritime history and the terrible impact of 

the disaster on the course of World War I. 

 

 
 

Where Did You Go?: A Life-Changing Journey to Connect with 

Those We've Lost / Christina Rasmussen 

Sharing an inspiring message of hope, optimism, and love, Where 

Did You Go? is a transporting step-by-step guide to journeying to the 

other side, from one of our most trusted voices on life after loss. 

Bridging the gap between the metaphysical and the measurable, it 

will change the way we grieve, the way we live and how we define 

our potential—in this life and the hereafter. 

 

 
 

Back in the Game: One Gunman, Countless Heroes, and the Fight 

for My Life / Steve Scalise with Jeffery E. Stern 

The House Majority Whip describes the mass shooting at baseball 

practice for Republican members of Congress that resulted in his 

near-fatal gunshot wound, and relates the stories of the heroes who 

emerged in the aftermath and his miraculous recovery. 

 

 
 

Down Came the Rain / Brooke Shields 

Brooke Shields has starred in many feature films, including Pretty 

Baby, Blue Lagoon, and Black and White. She earned critical acclaim 

on Broadway for The Vagina Monologues and Cabaret, among other 

shows. She earned a People's Choice Award and a Golden Globe 

nomination for Best Actress in a Comedy Series for Suddenly Susan. 

Brooke continues to lend aid to issues involving children's welfare 

and education, and has established Hands of Change, an organization 

which benefits young women. 



 

 

 
 

You Are a Badass: How to Stop Doubting Your Greatness and Start 

Living an Awesome Life / Jen Sincero 

In this refreshingly entertaining how-to guide, bestselling author and 

world-traveling success coach, Jen Sincero, serves up 27 bitesized 

chapters full of hilariously inspiring stories, sage advice, easy 

exercises, and the occasional swear word, helping you to: Identify 

and change the self-sabotaging beliefs and behaviors that stop you 

from getting what you want, Create a life you totally love. And create 

it NOW, Make some damn money already. The kind you've never 

made before. 

 

 
 

Think Like Einstein: Step into the Mind of a Genius / Robert Snedden 

Think Like Einstein will answer these questions and more in this fun 

and fascinating book. With topics ranging from spacetime to the 

atomic bomb, Robert Snedden takes a look at this extraordinary man 

and his ground-breaking theories. This illustrated book provides an 

accessible introduction to this incredible theoretical physicist. 

 

 
 

Only Love Today: Reminders to Breathe More, Stress Less, and 

Choose Love / Rachel Macy Stafford 

"Only Love Today is the inspirational read from best-selling author 

of Hands Free Mama, Rachel Macy Stafford. Millions of Stafford's 

fans from her blog and her books find hope, challenge, and 

inspiration through her poetic and powerful short pieces on her blog. 

Only Love Today brings these pieces and many new, original entries 

together in a beautiful book based around the four seasons. From 

finding daily surrender in the autumn and daily hope in the winter, to 

daily bloom and daily spark in the spring and summer, you will 

always find fresh beautiful words for your day…"--Amazon.com. 

 

 
 

On Pills and Needles: The Relentless Fight to Save My Son From 

Opioid Addiction / Rick van Warner 

On Pills and Needles is a memoir that also serves as a wake-up call 

and crash course in opioid addiction. Through his harrowing personal 

story, Van Warner exposes the common causes of opioid addiction, 

effective and ineffective ways it has been treated, and how families 

can walk alongside loved ones who are dealing with the daily 

realities of addiction. 

 


